Hyperspectral Image Target Detection Improvement Based on Total Variation.
For the hyperspectral target detection, the neighbors of a target pixel are very likely to be target pixels, and those of a background pixel are very likely to be background pixels. In order to utilize this spatial homogeneity or smoothness, based on total variation (TV), we propose a novel supervised target detection algorithm which uses a single target spectrum as the prior knowledge. TV can make the image smooth, and has been widely used in image denoising and restoration. The proposed algorithm uses TV to keep the spatial homogeneity or smoothness of the detection output. Meanwhile, a constraint is used to guarantee the spectral signature of the target unsuppressed. The final formulated detection model is an ℓ1-norm convex optimization problem. The split Bregman algorithm is used to solve our optimization problem, as it can solve the ℓ1-norm optimization problem efficiently. Two synthetic and two real hyperspectral images are used to do experiments. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm outperforms the other algorithms for the experimental data sets. The experimental results also show that even when the target occupies only one pixel, the proposed algorithm can still obtain good results. This is because in such a case, the background is kept smooth, but at the same time, the algorithm allows for sharp edges in the detection output.